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Abstract. We present the characterisation of the scaled pointclasses in LpRq un-

der determinacy hypotheses, given in Steel (1983). The proof that Σ
JαpRq
1 has the

scale property under DetpJαpRqq is given in full, to give an idea of how the scales

are constructed, and the rest of the results are then given with references. The char-

acterisation is summed up in Corollary 2.11 and in the diagram given in the appendix.

1 Constructing scales from games

For basic definitions of scales and scaled pointclasses see e.g. Kechris (1995). We’ll be
using a game-theoretic way of producing scales, originally due to Moschovakis (1983) –
we need the following definition.

Definition 1.1. Let P be a unary relation. Then λx.Gx : R Ñ V is a closed game
representation of P if there’s an ordinal α such that every Gx is a closed game on
ω ω�α of length ω, and a binary relation Q � pω ωq ω�α ω such that player I has
a winning quasi-strategy in Gx iff P pxq holds, and u � x~s, ~βy is winning for player I
iff

Qpxx æn, s0 æn, . . . , sn æny, xβ0, . . . , βnyq

holds, where n � lhpuq. %

For a closed game representation λx.Gx of P , say Pkpx, uq holds iff u is a partial play
in Gx of length k from which player I has a winning quasi-strategy in Gx. Then a
“refinement” of Theorem 1 in Martin and Steel (1983), building on a scale construction
in Moschovakis (1983), showed that if γ P On is such that α   ωγ and Pk P JγpRq
for all k   ω, then DetpJγpRqq implies that there’s a scale on P in JγpRq. This is
the strategy we’ll be using in the proof of the following theorem (and indeed, it’s the
strategy used to construct the scales appearing in all theorems cited in this note).
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Theorem 1.2 (Steel). If α ¡ 0 and DetpJαpRqq then Σ
JαpRq
1 has the scale property.

Proof. The case where α is a successor ordinal turns out to just be a slightly more
technical version of the limit case, so we deal with the limit case first.

Let ϕ0pvq be Σ1 and say P pxq holds iff JαpRq |ù ϕ0rxs for x P R, and furthermore
for β   α say P βpxq holds iff JβpRq |ù ϕ0rxs. The plan is then to construct closed
game representations for every P β and then “glue” the corresponding scales together
to get a scale xψn | n   ωy on P . We want to make sure that ~ψ is a Σ

JαpRq
1 -scale

though, which we’ll see is the case from the fact that the prewellorderings associated to
the “approximating” scales are all elements of JαpRq.

Let’s then describe the game Gβx associated to P β . A typical run is as follows.

I i0, x0, η0 i1, x2, η1 . . .

II x1 x3 . . .

where ik P t0, 1u, xk P R and ηk   ωβ. Now, to be able to describe the winning
conditions of the game, we first need to describe a certain theory T . The theory will
be in the extended language L :� LP Y t 9xi | i   ωu. First fix recursive injective maps
m,n : FormpLq Ñ t2n | n P r1, ωqu with disjoint ranges. Then T consists of the
following sentences:
p1q Extensionality;
p2q V � LpRq;
p3qϕ Dvϕpvq Ñ Dvpϕpvq ^ @u P v ϕpuqq;
p4qi 9xi P R;
p5q ϕ0p 9x0q ^ @δpJδpRq*ϕr 9x0sq;
p6qϕ Dvϕpvq Ñ DvDF pϕpvq ^ ϑ0pF, 9xmpϕq, vqq;
p7qϕ Dvpϕpvq ^ v P Rq Ñ ϕp 9xnpϕqq.

In p6q, ϑ0 describes the graph of the uniformly definable surjection fγ : rωγs ω�RÑ
JγpRq for all γ. ϑ0 can be chosen to be Σ1.

Now, let’s return to our definition ofGβx . For a partial play u :� xxik, x2k, ηk, x2k�1y, |

k   ny of Gβx , T�puq :�
�
tϑ | ϑ is an L-sentence ^ inpϑq � 0u and T�ppq :��

tT�pp ænq | n   ωu for a play p. We then define such a play to be winning for
player I iff

(a) x0 � x;
(b) T�ppq is a complete and consistent extension of T such that x 9xipnq � my P

T�ppq iff xipnq � m, for all i,m, n;
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(c) For ϕpvq, ψpvq P pLq and assuming that xιvϕpvq P On^ιvψpvq P Ony P T�ppq

then xιvϕpvq ¤ ιvψpvqy P T�ppq iff ηnpϕq ¤ ηnpψq.

Here ιvϕpvq is an abbreviation for “the unique v such that ϕpvq”. This finishes the
definition ofGβx . To show that it works, we’ll show that player I winsGβx iff he’s playing
“honestly”, in analogy with the canonical quasi-strategy of “not losing” for closed games.
To define honesty, let again u be a partial play of Gβx as above. Then u is pβ, xq-honest
iff JβpRq |ù ϕ0rxs and, letting γ ¤ β be least such that JγpRq |ù ϕ0rxs, then

(i) n ¡ 0 Ñ x0 � x; and
(ii) Letting 9x

JγpRq
i � xi for i   2n, then JγpRq |ù T�puq Y T ; and

(iii) Letting ϑ0, . . . , ϑm be all L-formulae ϑpvq such that npϑq   n and JγpRq |ù
ιvϑpvq P On, and letting δi   ωγ be such that JγpRq |ù ιvϑipvq � δ, then
δi ÞÑ ηnpϑiq is well-defined and extendible to an order-preserving map of ωγ
into ωβ.

This finishes all our definitions. The “meat” of the argument is then the following claim,
showing that we’ve chosen the correct combination of games and honesty.

Claim 1.2.1. Let u be a partial play of Gβx . Then player I has a winning quasi-
strategy in Gβx , starting from u, iff u is pβ, xq-honest.

Proof of claim. pñq Let u be a pβ, xq-honest partial play of length n. Then it’s
simple to check that player I can play some xi, y, ηy such that no matter what real
z player II plays, u"xi, y, η, zy is still pβ, xq-honest. Also, no honest partial play is
losing for player I, so playing honestly from u is a winning quasi-strategy for player
I. For pðq, let ϑ be the entire sentence we want to prove, i.e.

ϑ :� xFor all β, x, u, if player I has a winning quasi-strategy

starting from u then u is pβ, xq-honesty.

It suffices to show thatM |ù ϑ wheneverM is a countable and transitive structure
satisfying a sufficiently large fragment of ZF�DC – so letM be such a model and
assume that

M |ù xΣ is a winning quasi-strategy for player I in Gβx , starting from uy.

InM , define the poset

P :� tv | v is a partial play in Gβx extending u and following Σu
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with reverse inclusion. Let g � P be M -generic and p :�
�
g, which can be

seen as a “generic run” of Gβx following Σ. Further, p satisfies the requirements for
being a winning play for player I, as these requirements are closed. Thus T�ppq is a
complete and consistent extension of T , so fixM |ù T�ppq and define a substructure
N �M as

N :� tb PM | Di   ωDψpψ P FormpLq ^ ψ has no constant symbols

but 9xi and b � ιvpM |ù ψrvsqu.

By axioms p3q and p6q of T we get that N   M. Write

p � xxik, x2k, ηk, x2k�1y | k   ωy.

Whenever b P opN q and b � ιvpM |ù ψrvsq then let fpbq :� ηnpψq. Requirement
pcq of Gβx shows that f : opN q Ñ ωβ is well-defined and order-preserving, so N is
wellfounded and we may then assume that N � JγpRMq with 9xNi � xi (from p).

By axiom p5q of T and paq of Gβx , γ is least such that JγpRq |ù ϕ0rxs. Then
conditions piq�piiiq of honesty are easy to check, with the map f being the witness
for piiiq. By absoluteness of honesty we get that u is pβ, xq-honest inM as well,
proving the claim. %

Note that the claim then implies that player I has a winning quasi-strategy in Gβx iff
JβpRq |ù ϕ0rxs. Letting P βn px, uq iff player I has a winning quasi-strategy in Gβx from
the length n partial play u, we see that this holds iff u has length n and is pβ, xq-honest,
so that P βn P Jβ�1pRq for every β and n, and also that the map pβ, nq ÞÑ P βn is Σ

JαpRq
1 .

This shows that there is a Σ
JαpRq
1 -scale on P β .

We can then define a scale ~ψ on P as ψ0pxq :� µβP βpxq and recursively setting
ψk�1pxq :� xψ0pxq, ϕ

ψ0pxq
k pxqywith ~ϕβ being the scale on P β and x�, �y being a coding

of pairs of ordinals to ordinals. Then ~ψ is furthermore Σ
JαpRq
1 , so we’re then done, as

long as α is a limit ordinal.
For general α the strategy is almost the same: again let P pxq iff JαpRq |ù ϕ0rxs

for some Σ1-formula ϕ0. Let β   α.

Claim 1.2.2. There’s a first-order ψn, for each n   ω, such that JβpRq |ù ψnrxs iff
Sωβ�npRq |ù ϕ0rxs.

Proof of claim. Recall that Jensen’s S-function is rudimentary and so also simple,
meaning that we can substitute any free variable x in a Σ0-formula with Spxq and
still end up with a Σ0-formula. We can use this property to find a Σ0-formula ψ
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such that for any transitiveM and x PM ,

ψpM,xq iff SnpMq |ù ϕ0rxs.

Given ψ, we can cook up a first-order ψn such that pM |ù ψnrxsq iff ψpM,xq, so
that replacingM with JβpRq we get the wanted. %

Now for each β   α and n   ω we can define a game Gβ,nx such that player I wins iff
Dγ ¤ βpJγpRq |ù ψnrxsq iff Sωβ�npRq |ù ϕ0rxs, so that by “chopping” the games Gβx
into the ω many pieces Gβ,nx we can effectively do the same as in the limit case. We
just have to replace axiom p5q of T with

p5q� ψnp 9x0q ^ @δpJδpRq |ù  ψnp 9x0qq.

We can then define pβ, n, xq-honesty and prove the corresponding claim as before, fin-
ishing the proof of the theorem. �

Since there’s a Σ
JαpRq
1 set of reals universal for Σ

JαpRq
1 pRq sets of reals, we get the

following corollary.

Corollary 1.3. If α ¡ 0 and DetpJαpRqq then Σ
JαpRq
1 pRq has the scale property. %

2 Characterisation of scaled pointclasses of LpRq

This section will answer the question of which values of n   ω and α P On implies that
Σr
JαpRq
n . Theorem 1.2 shows that this is at least the case if n � 1 and if real parameters

suffices to parametrise all of JαpRq. The main tool we’ll use here is the notion of a gap.

Definition 2.1. Let α   β P On. Then the closed interval rα, βs is a gap if JαpRq  R
Σ1

JβpRq and this stops being true for smaller values of α or larger values of β. %

Lemma 2.2. The gaps partition ΘLpRq.

Proof. Given any γ   ΘLpRq we can simply let α ¤ γ be least such that JαpRq  R
Σ1

JγpRq and β ¥ α the supremum of all δ   ΘLpRq such that JγpRq  R
Σ1
JδpRq. Then

clearly rα, βs is a gap and γ P rα, βs. Say now that two gaps rα, βs and rα1, β1s over-
lapped at some γ. This means that JαpRq  R

Σ1
JγpRq and JγpRq  R

Σ1
Jβ1pRq, but

JαpRq ¢R
Σ1

Jβ1pRq. But this is impossible as we’re requiring that all parameters lie in
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RY tVω�1u,  . �

We can then split up the values of α into three cases, whether it begins a gap, ends a
gap, or lies properly within a gap. The following result shows that we don’t have the
consider the last case.

Theorem 2.3 (Martin). Let rα, βs be a gap and assume DetpJα�1pRqq. Then there’s
a Π

JαpRq
1 subset of R�R with no Σr

JβpRq
1 uniformisation. In particular, if γ P pα, βq

and DetpJγpRqq holds, then none of the classes Σr
JγpRq
n or Πr

JγpRq
n have the scale

property, for any n   ω. %

Let’s consider the case where α begins a gap. The case where n � 1 turns out to be
quite simple, given our Theorem 1.2 above.

Corollary 2.4. Let α ¡ 0 begin a gap and assume DetpJαpRqq. Then Σr
JαpRq
1 has

the scale property.

Proof. The thing to note here is that α beginning a gap implies that there’s a partial
Σ
JαpRq
1 surjection f : RÑ JαpRq. Indeed, by forming H :� cHull

JαpRq
1 pRYtVω�1uq

we see that H � JαpRq as α begins a gap, so the associated Σ
JαpRq
1 Skolem function is

then as desired. This fact along with Theorem 1.2 then implies the wanted. �

For the case where n ¡ 1 this turns out to depend on whether α is admissible. Recall
that α is admissible if JαpRq |ù KP, where KP is the (quite weak) Kripke-Platek set
theory. Another equivalent characterisation is that α is admissible iff there is no Σ

JαpRq
1

cofinal map f : γ Ñ ωα for γ   ωα.1 The key thing is then the following.

Lemma 2.5. Assume that α begins a gap and is inadmissible. Then for all n ¥ 1,

Σ
r
JαpRq
n�1 � DRpΠ

r
JαpRq
n q and Π

r
JαpRq
n�1 � @RpΣ

r
JαpRq
n q. %

Corollary 2.6. Assume α ¡ 0 begins a gap, is inadmissible and DetpJα�1pRqq holds.
Then for all n   ω, both Σr

JαpRq
2n�1 and Πr

JαpRq
2n�2 have the scale property. %

To round off the ’begins-a-gap’-case, we have the following.

1Technically admissibility is defined for the Jα hierarchy and not the JαpRq hierarchy – but as
we’ll only work with the latter during this note, there won’t be any confusion.
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Theorem 2.7 (Martin). Assume α begins a gap, is admissible and DetpJα�1pRqq. Then
there’s a Π

JαpRq
1 subset of R � R with no uniformisation in Jα�1pRq. In particular,

none of the classes Σr
JαpRq
n or Πr

JαpRq
n have the scale property, for n ¡ 1. %

This finishes the situation where α begins a gap, so let’s now consider the last case in
which it ends one. For this we again need a definition.

Definition 2.8. A gap rα, βs is strong if for every b P JβpRq there is an γ   β and an
a P JγpRq such that for every ϑpvq P Σ1 YΠ1 it holds that

JγpRq |ù ϑras iff JβpRq |ù ϑrbs.

Otherwise rα, βs is weak. %

It turns out that for us to have any chance of finding scales at the end of gaps, we have
to require our gaps to be weak.

Theorem 2.9 (Martin). Let rα, βs be a strong gap and assume DetpJα�1pRqq. Then
there’s a Π

JαpRq
1 relation which has no uniformisation in Jβ�1pRq. In particular,

none of the classes Σr
JβpRq
n or Πr

JβpRq
n have the scale property, for n   ω. %

If we now do have a weak gap, we’re still not sure if we can find scales at the end
of it. It might be the case that ρkpJβpRqq ¡ 0 for every k ¤ n, which would mean
that we simply don’t have any new subsets of reals, meaning Σr

JβpRq
n � Σr

JαpRq
n and

Πr
JβpRq
n � Πr

JαpRq
n for all n   ω, reducing the case to the begins-a-gap case. But if we

require this to not be the case, scales appear.

Theorem 2.10 (Steel). Let rα, βs be a weak gap and assume DetpJα�1pRqq. If n is
least such that ρnpJβpRqq � R then Σr

JβpRq
n�2k and Πr

JβpRq
n�2k�1 have the scale property

for every k   ω. %

The proof of the above theorem is a technical tour de force through a variation of the
above proof of Theorem 1.2. Summing it all up, we have the following characterisation.
For the Σr -case, see also the diagram in the appendix.

Corollary 2.11. Let α P On and n   ω. Then
(i) Σr

JαpRq
n has the scale property iff
(a) α � 0 and n is even; or
(b) α ¡ 0 begins a gap and n � 1; or
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(c) α ¡ 0 begins a gap, is inadmissible and n ¡ 1 is odd; or
(d) α ¡ 0 ends a weak gap, n is even and ρkpJαpRqq � R for some k ¤ n.

(ii) Πr
JαpRq
n has the scale property iff
(a) α � 0 and n is odd; or
(b) α ¡ 0 begins a gap, is inadmissible and n ¡ 1 is even; or
(c) α ¡ 0 ends a weak gap, n is odd and ρkpJαpRqq � R for some k   n.

%
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